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For the isomerization of HOONO to nitric acid, a spin triplet reactive intermediate HOONO was identi-
fied on a two state reactivity (TSR) potential energy surface. This bi-radical is postulated as one of the
possible activated species responsible for the potent oxidant activity attributed to H-peroxynitrite. A the-
oretical analysis based on spin density-dependent reactivity indices consistently explains the observed
reactivity of this molecule in biological and model systems.
1. Introduction

Peroxynitrite (OONO�) is a potent oxidant in biological systems.
The protonated form, HOONO is stable at pH � 6, and reported as
one of the first peroxyacid that can be produced in vivo [1]. Up
to date, there are two possible mechanisms that might account
for the observed oxidizing potential of H-peroxynitrite. The first
one considers homolysis of the protonated species HOONO to form
the hydroxyl radical which would be the proximate oxidant. The
second mechanism involves a putative reactive intermediate,
HOONO*, which has been proposed to be the proximate oxidant
[1–4]. This HOONO* activated species appears on the potential en-
ergy surface as a transient meta stable intermediate during the
decomposition of HOONO to nitric acid [1–4].

The nature of the HOONO* intermediate has been theoretically
studied by Houk et al. [2,4] Based on B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations
they have discarded the hypothesis that the isomerization of per-
oxynitrous acid to nitric acid takes place via a concerted rearrange-
ment, in view of the huge barrier of 60.0 kcal/mol including solvent
corrections, calculated by Cameron et al. for this mechanism [5].
Instead, they have proposed that the HOONO* species may corre-
spond to hydrogen bonded radical pairs located at minima on the
potential energy surface of a stepwise route for the conversion of
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HOONO into nitric acid. These species are proposed to arise from
the homolysis of HOONO followed by recombination to yield
hydrogen bonded bi-radicals which are almost degenerate in en-
ergy. These hydrogen bonded complexes have free energies that
are c.a. 15.0 kcal/mol above the ground state of cis-peroxynitrous
acid [4]. The resulting energy barriers fall very close to the exper-
imental free energy of activation (17.0 kcal/mol) estimated for the
rearrangement [1].

In this work we report new calculations on this system that sug-
gests that the intermediate HOONO* (which we shall call 3HOON-
O*(TSR) hereafter) may be a spin triplet reactive intermediate
located after assuming a two state reactivity (TSR) mechanism
for the isomerization of peroxynitrous acid to nitric. The two state
reactivity concept was formerly proposed by Schroder, Shaik and
Schwarz to explain reaction mechanisms in organometallics [6].
The TSR paradigm suggests that there may be more than one spin
surface connecting reactants and products. In other words, a ther-
mal reaction which involves spin crossover along the reaction path
from reactants to products should be described in terms of two
state reactivity, if product formation arises from an interplay of
spin polarization and the respective barrier heights on both spin
surfaces. Thus, a TSR mechanism may provide lower energy activa-
tion paths for otherwise too high activation channels in such a
manner that the spin inversion junction can act as an effective rate
bottleneck (if the spin crossover occurs before the transition state
on the energy surface of starting materials) or as a product distrib-
utor (if the spin crossover occurs after the transition state on the
energy surface of starting materials). For the present case, the spin
crossover from singlet to triplet channels leads to locate a reactive
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intermediate, which we propose here to be the proximate oxidant
HOONO* species. The TSR paradigm is framed on a general quan-
tum theory of chemical reactions [7,8]. The TSR model has already
been applied to the study of oxidation reactions catalyzed by Cyto-
chrome P450 [9,10]. The TSR energy results are complemented
with reactivity analyses based on global and local reactivity in-
dexes; these are defined in the context of the spin polarized den-
sity functional theory. The analysis based on reactivity indexes
provides a coherent picture that correctly accounts for the oxidiz-
ing and nitrating potentials of the 3HOONO*(TSR) species.

2. Model equation and computational details

Within the spin polarized version of density functional theory,
the electronic chemical potential lN corresponds to the first-order
partial derivative of the energy, with respect to the total number of
electrons at constant external potential m(r) and spin number NS

[11–13]

lN ¼
oE
oN

� �
NS ;vðrÞ

ð1Þ

This quantity can be evaluated by using the finite difference for-
mula proposed by Galván et al. as [11,12]

lN �
1
2

lþN þ l�N
� �

; ð2Þ

where lþN and l�N are chemical potentials in the direction of increas-
ing and decreasing the electron numbers, respectively. These indi-
ces can be approximated by [11,12]:
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where ea
L, eb

L , ea
H and eb

H are the one electron orbital energies of the a
and b LUMO and HOMO orbitals, respectively.

The generalized hardness gNN is the equivalent of the chemical
hardness in the spin-restricted case, except, again, that the deriva-
tive is evaluated at a fixed spin number NS. It can be approximated
as [11]

gNN � ðlþN � l�NÞ: ð4Þ

The generalized Fukui functions f�NNðrÞ are the analogous of the elec-
trophilic (+) and nucleophilic (�) counterparts defined within the
spin-restricted DFT [11]. They describe the response of electron
density to a constrained charge transfer processes. These Fukui
functions can be evaluated using the approximations proposed by
Galván et al. as follows [11]:
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where /a
LðrÞ, /

b
LðrÞ, /

a
HðrÞ and /b

HðrÞ are the a and b LUMO and HOMO
orbitals.

The spin-philicity (xþS ) and spin-donicity (x�S ) indices were
introduced by Contreras et al. to describe the philicity of the sys-
tem to undergo spin polarization in the direction of increasing
(+) and decreasing (�) multiplicity, respectively [14]. These indices
are expressed as follows:

xþS ¼
ðlþS Þ

2
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and x�S ¼
ðl�S Þ
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where lþS and l�S are the spin-potentials in the direction of increas-
ing and decreasing multiplicity, respectively, and g0

SS is the spin
hardness. These quantities can be evaluated by using the finite dif-
ference formulae proposed by Galván et al. as [11–13]:

lþS �
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in terms of the one-electron energies of the HOMO and LUMO orbi-
tals for the system in the lower (M) and upper (M0) spin multiplic-
ities. The spin-hardness (g0

SS) can be obtained from the spin
potentials as follows:

g0
SS ¼

l�S � lþS
2

: ð8Þ

For the study of local chemical reactivity it is necessary to introduce
the corresponding local descriptors. For instance, local spin philicity
and spin donicity index are easily obtained from their global coun-
terpart as follows [15,16]:

xþS ðrÞ ¼ xþS fþSSðrÞ and x�S ðrÞ ¼ x�S f�SSðrÞ; ð9Þ

where f�SS is the Fukui function for increasing spin number (+) and
decreasing spin number (�). These spin Fukui functions can also
be evaluated using the approximations proposed by Galván et al.
[11]:
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Relative energies for the different chemical species present in both
the triplet and singlet potential energy surface (PES), including the
minimum energy crossing points (MECP) were obtained at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory, using the GAUSSIAN03 package
of programs [17]. The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) method
has been used to describe the minimum energy paths connecting
the TSs with the corresponding minima [18]. Structures of the sin-
glet–triplet crossing points were found using Harvey‘s algorithm
[19,20]. The search of the MECP between non-interacting PES, re-
quires energies and analytical energy gradients between both
hypersurfaces involved. Starting from the TS closest to the crossing
seams, the reaction pathway may be traced down to the corre-
sponding minimum. Thereafter, each point optimized along the
IRC path is submitted to a single point energy calculation with
the other spin multiplicity. In this manner it is possible to obtain
structures that have identical geometry and commensurate energy
in the singlet and triplet states. At this point, Harvey‘s algorithm is
applied and the minimum energy crossing points (MECP) are lo-
cated [19]. This algorithm has been previously used in our groups
to study the gas phase reactions of organometallic systems
[21,22] and the cycloaddition of triplet carbene to alkenes [23].

Global and local quantities like chemical hardness, spin poten-
tial, spin hardness, electrophilicity, spin philicity and a set of gen-
eralized Fukui functions were obtained from a single point
calculation at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory, at the rele-
vant stationary structures involved in the rate determining step
of the TSR pathway (i.e. that involving HOONO ground state, and
the 3HOONO*(TSR) intermediate), using Eqs. (1)–(10). The con-
densed to-atom quantities f�NNðkÞ, and f�SSðkÞ as well as those that
are defined in terms of them used in the present work, may easily
be obtained by a method described elsewhere [24,25].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Energy aspects

The potential energy surface for the rearrangement of H-perox-
ynitrite to nitric acid has been calculated by several authors
[2,4,5,26–32]. We have recalculated this potential energy surface
using the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) method. The optimized geometrical
parameters of the relevant stationary points involved in the rear-
rangement are summarized in Table 1. Table 2 contains the corre-
sponding total energies and the harmonic vibrational analysis for
each species (NIMAG is the number of imaginary frequencies found
after the frequency analysis). The singlet transition state HOON-
O(TS,S) structure shows a single, yet very loose (729.8 i cm�1)



Table 1
Geometrical parameters of the optimized structures of the stationary points and non stationary (MECP) structures involved in the TSR H-peroxynitrite to nitric acid
rearrangementa

Parameter HOONO MECP(HOONO) HOONO(TS,S) 3HOONO* (TSR) MECP(HNO3) HNO3

Bond lengths
O1N2 1.158 1.185 1.167 1.190 1.187 1.194
N2O3 1.480 1.198 1.172 1.198 1.195 1.209
O3O4 1.424 2.110 2.454 2.918 2.947 2.224
O4H5 0.969 0.972 0.969 0.976 0.974 0.971

Bond angles
O1N2O3 114.6 133.0 139.9 134.0 135.0 130.5
N2O3O4 112.1 104.1 70.5 93.8 49.6 35.0
O3O4H5 102.2 89.8 80.7 40.2 71.7 73.6

Torsional angles
O1N2O3O4 �5.3 �1.0 �72.7 �27.3 �174.9 �180.0
N2O3O4H5 92.5 173.5 �163.2 149.8 �174.6 180.0

a Bond distances in Angstroms and angles in degrees.

Table 2
Total energies and harmonic vibrational analysis for the concerted rearrangement of
hydrogen peroxynitrite to nitric acid at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theorya

Species NIMAG Spin
multiplicity

Imaginary
frequency

�Energy

HOONO 0 Singlet – 280.914695
2 Tripletb �450.75 280.819863

�398.27

MECP(HOONO) 1 Singlet �94.35 280.879249
2 Triplet �219.81 280.879271

�123.09

HOONO(TS,S) 1 Singlet �729.79 280.842323
HOONO(TSV,T)c 3 Tripletb �418.20 280.878243

�216.01
�99.85

3HOONO*(TSR) 0 Triplet – 280.891104
MECP(HNO3) 1 Singlet �216.52 280.880877

2 Triplet �300.26 280.880875
�138.40

HNO3 0 Singlet – 280.967374
2 Tripletb �820.56 280.808320

�541.48

a Energy values in hartrees, frequency values in cm�1.
b Vertical energy evaluated at the external potential of the singlet.
c The HOONO(TSV,T) structure is not a true TS structure. It corresponds to a

structure obtained by a vertical calculation using the optimized HOONO(TS,S)
structure, see the text for further details.

Fig. 1. Relative energies between all the species involved as probable intermediates
along the TSR mechanism for the H-peroxynitrite to nitric acid rearrangement at
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. The point of reference is the energy of the gr-
ound state of HNO3.
imaginary frequency. We have next considered a non relaxed trip-
let state HOONO(TSV,T) obtained by a single point calculation per-
formed at the frozen geometry of the HOONO(TS,S) structure to
obtain the HOONO(TSV,T) energy. Note that this structure is not
a true TS structure because it was obtained from a vertical calcula-
tion performed on the geometry of the HOONO(TS,S) and therefore
is not a geometry stationary state for the spin triplet; note also that
it further shows two imaginary frequencies (see Table 2). Surpris-
ingly, the HOONO(TSV,T) structure is strongly stabilized with re-
spect to the HOONO(TS,S), thereby suggesting a possible
intersystem crossing mechanism for the rearrangement of H-perox-
ynitrite to nitric acid. Hence, we have explored the IRC path down
from the HOONO(TS,S) in both directions, by making at each point
a vertical calculation for the triplet state. In such a way we have lo-
cated the crossing points along the IRC, that have then been used as
starting points in the search of the two corresponding MECPs,
namely MECP(HOONO) and MECP(HNO3). From both MECPs, a
common triplet minimum, 3HOONO*(TSR) has been found, and
hence the isomerization mechanism from HOONO to HNO3 can
be described as a two state reactivity process involving the singlet
and triplet PES, via MECP(HOONO), a reactive intermediate
3HOONO*(TSR) and MECP(HNO3). The energy gap between HOONO
and MECP(HOONO), 22 kcal/mol, agrees fairly well with the exper-
imental energy barrier, 17 kcal/mol [1] and also with the H-bonded
radical pairs model proposed by Houk et al. [2,4]. The relative ener-
gies between all these species are depicted in Fig. 1. In summary,
according to the TSR energy analysis the isomerization of perox-
ynitrous acid to nitric acid is proposed to proceed according to
the mechanism shown in Scheme 1.

Starting from the HOONO singlet ground state, the system
evolves towards the first singlet triplet crossing point which is
22 kcal/mol higher in energy. This MECP(HOONO) acts as an effec-
tive energy barrier to the isomerization. This structure relaxes to
the reactive intermediate 3HOONO*(TSR), which is a minimum in
the triplet PES. From this state, the system changes to a second
crossing point MECP(HNO3) with an energy barrier of 6.4 kcal/
mol. Finally, the system relaxes along the singlet channel towards
the HNO3 ground state. Note that the proposed mechanism does
not require the homolysis step leading neither to the separated
HO� and �NO2 radicals nor to the cage pair radical HOONO* pro-
posed earlier [2,4]. The proposed mechanism is also consistent
with the experimental data reported by Koppenol et al. [1] who



Scheme 1. Two state reactivity mechanism proposed for the conversion of HOONO into nitric acid.

Scheme 2. Reaction scheme for the isomerization and hydroxylation reactions (r-
ight branch) and for the formation of the nitrating nitrosoperoxocarboxylate inte-
rmediate (left branch) proposed in Ref. [35].
suggested that H-peroxynitrite may react with different com-
pounds by at least two distinct mechanisms and that the hydroxyl
radical is not involved in either. This result has been later con-
firmed by Pryor et al. [3].

3.2. Global and local reactivity aspects

The proposal that 3HOONO*(TSR) species may correspond to one
of the possible activated form of H-peroxynitrite may be conve-
niently reinforced by a global and local reactivity analysis that con-
sistently explains the evolution of the system from the HOONO to
the HNO3 ground states on one hand, and that coherently explain
the known chemistry of H-peroxynitrite. For the global analysis, the
pertinent quantities are the chemical hardness gNN, the spin poten-
tials lþS and l�S associated with the energy change in the direction
of increasing and decreasing multiplicity, respectively, and the spin
hardness g0

SS measuring the resistance of the system to modify its
spin multiplicity all them defined in Eqs. (2)–(4), (8).

The global analysis is summarized in Table 3. The vertical en-
ergy gap DEV = 3E � 1E is included to help in the understanding of
the meaning of the other reactivity indices as for instance the spin
potentials in the direction of increasing (+) and decreasing (�)
multiplicities. A first pertinent remark is that the generalized
chemical hardness gNN, is in the order HOONO > 3HOONO* (TSR),
thereby confirming that the triplet activated species are effectively
softer and therefore more reactive than the HOONO ground state,
as it should be expected from the maximum hardness and mini-
mum polarizability principles [33–35]. The value of the spin poten-
tials in both directions needed to build up the spin philicity and
spin donicity indexes xþS and x�S , respectively, are also quoted in
Table 3. These indices suggest that the philicity of the ground state
to undergo spin polarization towards the activated triplet species
is significant (xþS ¼ 2:55 eV), as well as the philicity of the activated
species to undergo spin polarization towards the singlet ground
state of the product HNO3 (x�S ¼ 1;32 for the 3HOONO*(TSR)). In
summary, the 3HOONO*(TSR) activated species proposed as inter-
mediate during the conversion of peroxynitrous acid into nitric
acid is consistently predicted to be electronically softer than the
HOONO ground state, and with a bigger propensity to change their
spin multiplicity towards the singlet product HNO3 (as it may be
seen from the l�S values quoted in Table 3).

The local analysis of the structures involved in the TSR potential
energy surface for the concerted rearrangement of H-peroxynitrite
to nitric acid, may give some important clues about the experimen-
tally known reactivity pattern displayed by these species. We will
focus on two important reactions experimentally studied by Pryor
et al. [36] that include oxidation and nitration of phenol (ArOH) by
Table 3
Summary of global DFT-SP indices evaluated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory for

Species DEv (kcal/mol) lþS l�S

HOONO 59.5 2.65 �0.10
3HOONO*(TSR) �37.1 0.74 �1.85

a Spin reactivity index (in eV units) evaluated in the singlet to triplet direction (+) an
the activated HOONO* species. The mechanism proposed by Pryor
et al. is shown in Scheme 2.

HOONO* may isomerizes towards HNO3 or undergo a one elec-
tron oxidation to yield biphenol (See right branch in Scheme 2). On
the other hand, and in the presence of carbonate, the HOONO* spe-
cies may form the O ¼ NOO� CO�2 intermediate which acts as a
nitrating agent. Note that the proposed mechanism for the forma-
tion of this intermediate consider the deprotonation of peroxyni-
trous acid to yield peroxynitrite which is the species that bind
CO2 to yield the nitrating O ¼ NOO� CO�2 intermediate [36].

This reactivity pattern may be described by looking at the local
or regional reactivity indexes that depends on the electronic and
spin distributions. The relevant points of the TSR potential energy
surface to be considered are: the singlet ground state HOONO
structure and the activated 3HOONO*(TSR) intermediate. These
structures are included in Fig. 2 for atom numbering. The local
reactivity parameters are quoted in Table 4.

We first consider the electrophilic interaction of peroxynitrite
with CO2 leading to the formation of the nitrosoperoxocarboxylate
O ¼ NOO� CO�2 intermediate, by a nucleophilic attack to the car-
bon atom of CO2 (see Scheme 2) [36]. The regional nucleophilic Fu-
kui function f�NNðkÞ of the activated 3HOONO*(TSR) structure show
its highest value at the hydroxyl Oxygen center O4, (see Table 4
column 4). Note that even though this reaction has been proposed
to involve the base �OONO, [36] the activated form of peroxynitrite
3HOONO*(TSR) is predicted to be a still active species to form the
transient intermediate nitrosoperoxocarboxylate O ¼ NOO� CO�2 ,
according to the mechanism shown in Scheme 3.

It is however the radical activity of H-peroxynitrite what makes
this system to be the object of increasing interest. Spin reactivity
may be conveniently described with the aid of the generalized spin
Fukui function fSS(k) defined in Eq. (10). Values of this index for the
singlet ground state HOONO, and the activated 3HOONO*(TSR)
the relevant species involved in the TSR mechanisma

g0
SS xþS x�S lNN gNN

�1.38 2.55 – �5,44 5,29
�1.29 – 1.32 �5,92 4,69

d in the triplet to singlet direction (�).



Fig. 2. Structures of the relevant points in the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) TSR potential
energy surface for the H-Peroxynitrite to nitric acid rearrangement: a. the singlet
ground state HOONO; b. the singlet HOONO(TS,S) structure; c. the first minimum
energy singlet–triplet crossing point MECP (HOONO); d. the second minimum en-
ergy triplet–singlet crossing point MECP (HNO3) and e. the activated 3HOONO*(TSR)
intermediate. Atom numbering is included for the local analysis.

Table 4
Generalized (regional) Fukui functions for the HOONO ground state and the activated
triplet structurea

Species Site (k) fþNNðkÞ f�NNðkÞ fþSSðkÞ=f�SSðkÞ

HOONO O1 0.3465 0.3243 0.3354
N2 0.5553 0.2191 0.3872
O3 0.0890 0.2404 0.1647
O4 0.0064 0.2118 0.1091
H5 0.0028 0.0045 0.0037

Normalization
P

k 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
3HOONO*(TSR) O1 0.1320 0.1422 0.1424

N2 0.2427 0.1885 0.1852
O3 0.1273 0.1402 0.1399
O4 0.4908 0.5170 0.5196
H5 0.0072 0.0122 0.0128

Normalization
P

k 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

a The fþSSðkÞ and f�SSðkÞ values applies to the singlet and triplet structures,
respectively.

Scheme 3. Possible reaction scheme for the for the formation of the nitrating
O ¼ NOO� CO�2 intermediate proposed here after the local reactivity analysis.
intermediate are also summarized in Table 4. At the ground state
HOONO, the spin Fukui function is almost entirely distributed over
the ONO moiety. Taking the group property as the sum of the re-
gional spin Fukui function over the atoms belonging to the ONO
and OH groups, it may be seen that the radical activity is almost
concentrated at the ONO moiety (fþSSðONOÞ ¼ 0:89 and fþSSðOHÞ ¼
0:11). Upon activation towards the 3HOONO*(TSR) intermediate,
a partial spin transfer from the ONO unit is observed, thereby leav-
ing the OH moiety as an additional active center for a radical attack
(fþSSðONOÞ ¼ 0:47 and fþSSðOHÞ ¼ 0:53). The results of the local anal-
ysis with respect to the 3HOONO*(TSR) intermediate indicates that
the oxidizing potential of H-peroxynitrite involves the activated
form of this species and that the most probable site for one elec-
tron oxidation processes would be the OH� moiety, in the form
of a hydroxyl radical activated by the presence of the NO2 group.
In summary, the local reactivity analysis performed on the 3HOON-
O*(TSR) biradical structure is consistent with well known potential
exhibited by this system as a potent nitrating and hydroxylating
agent [36–39].

4. Concluding remarks

The potential energy surface for the concerted rearrangement of
H-peroxynitrite to nitric acid has been revisited, using high level
density functional theory. New features regarding the activation
energies for this rearrangement have been found. For instance,
the isomerization of H-peroxynitrite (Hydrogen oxoperoxonitrate
(�1)) to nitric acid may be described as a two state reactivity pro-
cess with two minimum energy crossing points (MECP). The first
one from the singlet to the triplet surface occurs before reaching
the singlet transition state, thereby producing a net kinetic effect
that lowers the energy barrier from 45 to 22 kcal/mol. After the
first spin crossover, a triplet reactive intermediate 3HOONO*(TSR)
was located. This biradical is postulated here as one of the possible
activated species responsible for the potent oxidant activity attrib-
uted to H-peroxynitrite. The proposed TSR mechanism does not
require the homolysis step leading neither to the separated HO�
and �NO2 radicals nor to the cage pair radical HOONO* postulated
earlier.

The local reactivity analysis performed on the 3HOONO*(TSR)
biradical structure of the activated form of H-peroxynitrite is con-
sistent with the well known reactivity pattern exhibited by this
system as a potent oxidant and nitrating agent.
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